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About This Content

The robots from Steam Powered Giraffe are in a video game!

That's right! Steam Powered Giraffe did music for SteamWorld Heist and Rabbit, The Spine, and Hatchworth make an
appearance in the game, as themselves, entertaining their fellow robots in-game with their catchy tunes!

This album includes the SteamWorld Heist theme song created by the band, as well as 12 tracks, featuring 6 completely original
songs written for the game, and 6 classic Steam Powered Giraffe songs, re-recorded to fit into the SteamWorld Heist game

universe. Ever wanted to hear what an acoustic version of Automatonic Electronic Harmonics would sound like? Well the game
and this album have one! We even have a version of Brass Goggles, with backing vocals sung by the entire game development

team at Image & Form Games!

How to access the audio files:

The files can be found in your Steam directory: [...]\Steam\steamapps\common\SteamWorld Heist\SteamWorld Heist
Soundtrack by Steam Powered Giraffe.

You can right-click SteamWorld Heist in your Steam games list, select "Properties", select the tab "Local Files", and press the
button "Browse Local Files". Happy listening!
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This satisfied me for some reason. Take my money.. Excellent from all points, having a lot of fun, recommend
++++++++++++. To those of you contemplatingbuying this game, I say this and only this.

"Without love, it cannot be seen."

If you were ever captivated by two questions as a gamer and those questions were:

1. What can change the nature of a man?
2. What is the solution to Schodinger's cat?

Then i think you will enjoy this game immensely.. ok little puzzler with good difficulty scaling.

74\/100. Polypa - yes!! good!!
Zebruh - ewwwwww.. It's decent. Most levels are pretty good, some of them are way too easy, some of them are much more
frustrating than the others... The one I hated the most were the one where the not-so-good controls were the source of the
difficulty.

Still for the price it's a decent platformer.
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A good way to pass time until your real inevitable death. CHEEKI BREEKI. I'm really bad at math but I did my best to earn
points. I'm really lookin forward to seeing more games from this developer, it's really promising!!!
Now I'll go back training my brain.. Don't waste your time like I did. The same enemies over and over, just had to pick the same
weapon for the whole run and so I was trying to get trough all 1000 rooms.. just no.. Very... Very.. Disappointing.
I thought that this game would be a nice little cool platformer game with awesome stuff.
NO! This game is absolutely terrible.
It's just the same thing over and over again! Jump, Shoot, Repeat.
This is a waste of your money.. Pokemon meets Bejeweled.. Don't waste your time
it's cheap, but don't even waste your money
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